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Abstract

Empress Mentewab was one of the most influential female political figures that the country saw in its long history. Her beauty which is eulogized by some writers of the time latter helped her to control power especially during the time of Emperor IYASU ll. Her political grip, as we shall see, was not, however, a result of sheer beauty. She was, rather, a person who could put beauty and understanding together to control the reins of government for about half a century. Her political skill was revealed, among others, in the political marriages that she arranged with the most influential lords of the time who ruled the major political units of the country: viz, Tigray, Lasta and Begemder, and Gojjam.
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Introduction

By a habit of thought deeply entrenched, women in Ethiopia have been relegated to the sphere of domestic tasks and private life and men alone have been considered equal to the task of shouldering the burden of public affairs. In military, political and civilian life, therefore, women continued to be sub-ordinate to men and have been assigned to less valued auxiliary roles. Nevertheless, in its long history, Ethiopia saw a handful of prominent women figures whom even the most biased historian or writer could not ignore. They were not, therefore, only wives and mothers but were diplomats, military strategists, politicians, and administrators. Leaving the queen of Sheba to the famous Solomonic legend, queen Illinē (consort of Zār’a Ya-qob), Empress Sӓblӓ Wongël (wife of Emperor Lebnä Dengil), Empress Mentewab (Bӓkӓffa’s wife), and Empress Ţaitu (wife of Menilek II), played varied roles of importance in the country’s social, economic, and political history.

Queen Illinē, a Hadya, for example was, among others, a born diplomat of the 16th century, who realized the danger hanging over the Christian kingdom of Ethiopia, and was responsible for cultivating contact with the Portuguese government, a task which reached a fair success with the defeat, in 1543, of Imam Ahmed Bin Ibrahim Al-Ghazi by a combined force of Ethiopia and Portugal. This was the major achievement from a project designed by Illinē in the face of serious opposition from the incumbent king, Lebnä Bengil. But the human tragedy caused by the introduction of Catholicism into Ethiopia, which per se was the outcome of Illinē’s diplomatic effort, left behind one of the most traumatic experiences meted out to the Ethiopian people after the Christian-Muslim conflict was over.

After the death of Lebnä Dengil, Sӓblӓ Wongël distinguished herself as the defender of the Christian kingdom from the assault of Imam Ahmӓd Bin Ibrahim al-Ghazi or Gragñ, as he was known by the Christian tradition. She managed to receive the 400 Portuguese soldiers that came to Ethiopia in 1541 while the reigning king, Gӓlawdewos was in the south. Had it not been for the military valor and skill of Sӓblӓ Wongël, victory over Gragñ would have been far from reality. Since then, a century lapsed for Ethiopia to see another prominent woman who exercised real power for nearly half a century. This was the famous Empress Mentewab, wife of Emperor Bӓkaffa. In a country where patriarchy had been deeply rooted, the advent of Mentewab could be regarded as an important landmark in the country’s social and political history. Her physical appearance takes central importance in her latter success, as she used her beauty to attain power. A woman from Qwara, Mentewab indeed combined beauty and political skill which enabled her to exercise real power, a circumstance that had broken the long established norm of male supremacy in the country’s entire affairs. In effect, the reins of government were at the disposal of Mentewab during the reigns of Iyasu II (r.1730-1755) and Iyo’as (r. 1755-1769). It was not until the last quarter of the 19th century that another woman of power came into the political landscape who was actively involved in the administrative and military life of the country. This was Empress Ţaitu, consort of Menilek II in 1883, who was responsible for the foundation of the city of Addis Ababa and who was the strategist and the heroine at the battle of Adwa.

These were the most readily recognizable women figures that left behind an important contribution in Ethiopia’s diplomatic, military and political history. In this study an attempt will be made to analyze the careers of Empress Mentewab, the major issues being her genealogy, her beauty, and the political marriages which she arranged. Most writers argue that she had Portuguese blood, an issue that needs to be carefully examined. And beauty gave her the opportunity to be the consort of Bӓkaffa which, after nearly a decade, put the reins of government in her hands. But Mentewab was not simply a naive beautiful woman; rather, she
combined beauty with wisdom and understanding and made political capital out of the situation by concluding one of the most effective and profitable, at least one which was profitable enough for her dreams to come true, marriage arrangements ever made in the history of Ethiopia.  

**Genealogy of Empress Mentewab**

It is well documented that Itegé (Empress) Mentewab was born c. 1706 to Däänjazač Mänbär and Woizero (Lady) Enkoyé of Qwara. However, the genealogy of Mentewab is a subject that needs to be examined in more detail, as she is said to have been, on her mother's side, descended from a Portuguese soldier who came to help liberate Ethiopia from the invasion of Ahmäd Gragñ. The intent of the author of this paper regarding this intriguing question is not, however, to show the family tree of the Empress Mentewab, so that the question of her Portuguese ancestry would get a satisfactory answer. This article rather attempts to examine and analyze the major hypothesis orbiting her genealogy and suggests an objective interpretation on the basis of these assumptions. The major historical developments that could help us examine and analyze this issue will accordingly be discussed below.

The legend of the Prester John of the Indies first appeared to European Christian states in the first half of the 12th century. From then on the search for this strong Christian Priest king ruling over a vast and wealthy territory was high in the agenda of Europe. But it was not until the early years of the 14th century that the kingdom of the mysterious Prester John was first associated with Ethiopia. Following the 15th century discoveries and explorations, the Portuguese rounded Africa, passed the Cape of Good Hope, and reached Goa in India. Their main objective was to control the lucrative Asian trade with Europe which was active in the Indian Ocean, the Gulf of Aden and the Red Sea regions. So, in order to overturn Ottoman preeminence in these areas, they hoped to use Ethiopia as a potential ally. In the meantime the conflict between the Christian kingdom of Ethiopia and the Sulţanate of Adal became acute. At this crucial time, queen Mother Illiné, wife of Emperor Zăr’a Ya-qob, came up with the idea of cultivating relations with the Portuguese government. Though her idea was rejected by the incumbent monarch, Lebnä Dengil, her delegation reached Portugal in 1514. In 1520, the Portuguese government sent a delegation to Ethiopia under the leadership of F. Alvarez. This delegation, that received inadvertent welcome from Lebnä Dengil, re-embarked six years later, in 1526. But relations between Ethiopia and Portugal continued on and off. In between, the Christian army under Lebnä Dengil was routed by the force of Imam Ahmed Bin Ibrahim al-Ghazi (better known in the Christian tradition as Grañ or the left handed) at the battle of Šimbra Kuré in 1529. It was after this shattering debacle that the fugitive king, Lebnä Dengil, realized that the idea of Illiné was correct. Now Lebnä Dengil needed the Portuguese more than they needed him. He implored the Portuguese government for military assistance. In 1541, 400 Portuguese musketeers landed at Massawa. But a year before their arrival, Lebnä Dengil had died and was succeeded by his son Gӓlawdewos (r. 1540-1559). In 1543, Grañ was defeated and was shot dead at the battle of Woina Dӓga, near Lake Ṭana, while the remaining Adalite soldiers retreated to Harăr. For the Christian kings of Ethiopia, this was a great favor from the Portuguese government. But, the Portuguese government had a hidden idea of making Ethiopia a catholic nation. To this effect catholic priests entered Ethiopia from the first half of the 16th century. Of all the catholic priests who entered in Ethiopia, Paez was the most successful. He converted Emperor Susänewos, after which the king officially declared Ethiopia a catholic nation in 1622. This pronouncement, however, led to strong opposition and bloodshed. Realizing the weight of the assault he had incurred on his own people Susänewos abdicated his power in favor of his son, Fasilădäs, in 1632,
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After this arrangement, Fasilädäs restored the status quo and ordered the catholic priests to immediately leave Ethiopia.

The important point in the above account is the situation of the remaining Portuguese soldiers who stayed in Ethiopia and the nature of the religious persecution. Before the religious persecution, and during the reign of Susännewos, the Portuguese were given two important centers-Gorgora and Fremona, the former around Lake Ţana and the latter in Tigray, near Adwa. According to some writers their composition was not homogenous. There were priests, soldiers and artisans that apparently enjoyed magnanimous land grants from Emperor Gälawdewos and reported to have started life which resembled that of the Ethiopians.

Besides, the soldiers and the artisans presumably came to Ethiopia alone, i.e., without their wives. So, if they were settled in Ethiopia and began to lead life that resembles that of the Ethiopians, the assumption that they were intermarried with the Abyssinians seems plausible. Besides, some writers have argued that the persecution was exclusively applied to the catholic priests.

If we take the battle of Woina Dӓga (1543) and the birth of Mentewab (c.1706) as points of references, we have more than a century during which time intermarriage between the Ethiopians and the Portuguese settlers could have taken place, a circumstance that somehow affected the demographic history of the Lake Ţana area and Adwa in Tigray, the two important centers of Portuguese settlement. Having this in mind, let us see what the sources say regarding the genealogy of Itegé Mentewab.

Several writers have associated the genealogy of Itegé Mentewab to Emperor Minas (1559-1563). Emperor Minas had a child by the name of Fiqţor who died in battle in 1538 without coming to the throne. His daughter, whose name is not indicated in the literature, was given in marriage to Robel, a noble from Tigray, who was active during the reign of Emperor Särśä Dengil (r.1563-‘97), whose mother is said to have had a Portuguese ancestry. And they maintained that Mentewab had Portuguese blood by virtue of her ancestor through the mother of Robel. This, however, seems difficult to accept. But given the long period of intermarriage between the two people and the proximity of Gorgora and Fremona to Qwara, the birth place of Mentewab, and Adwa, if Robel’s mother was from the Fremona area, respectively, the assumption that Mentewab had Portuguese blood seems genuine.

The other assumption which provides some hope in our effort to provide a balanced argument regarding the genealogy of Itegé Mentewab is associated with religious debate, which was one important feature of the medieval history of Ethiopia. In 1450, Emperor Zâr’a Ya-qob called a church council at Dӓbrӓ Miţmaq, in Šӓwa, and resolved the controversy over the question of the Sabbath, which was, among others, at the center of the reform movements of the Ewosșățians and the Stephenites. But in the years that followed the council of Dӓbrӓ Miţmaq, division occurred within the Orthodox clergy, this time over the nature of Jesus Christ. To add insult to injury, Emperor Susäneyesos declared Ethiopia a Catholic country in 1622. Though the status quo was restored in 1632, the debate over the nature of Christ continued up until the church council of Boru Méda, in Wӓllo, held in 1878, a council in which the Tӓwahido doctrine was proclaimed as the official doctrine of the Ethiopian state by Emperor Yohannis IV (r. 1872-‘89).

During the Gondӓrine period, the controversy over the nature of Christ divided the clergy into three- Followers of Qibat (Son by Unction), Yä Şäga Lij (son by Grace), and Tӓwahido (Union). Not all Gondӓrine kings were followers of one of the above factions. Some were followers of Qibat and others were followers of Tӓwahido. Following the death of Emperor Bӓkaffa (r.1721-‘30), a follower of the Tӓwahido doctrine and husband of Itegé Mentewab, a rebellion broke out in Gondär. The major cause of the rebellion was Mentewab’s policy of
rule by a coterie of relatives. The nobility from other families in other parts of the country, therefore, accused Mentewab of elitism. During this time the Patriarch and the Ečägé joined the anti-Mentewab group. The reason for this, according to many writers, was her religious position. Unlike her husband, Bäkaffa, Mentewab was a follower of the Qibat doctrine which in some matters resembles Catholicism. Both Qibat and Catholicism agree on the two natures of Christ and rejected the teaching of the Täwahido doctrine which believes in the unity of Christ’s humanity and divinity.27 Besides, in the second half of the 18th century some argue that, three Franciscan catholic priests came to Gondär and that they received a warm welcome from Iyasu II and his mother and regent, Itegé Mentewab.28 So, those who rose against Mentewab, including the Patriarch and the Ečägé, claimed that Mentewab was a catholic in her heart because her ancestors were Portuguese who were responsible for the bloodbath a century before. They, therefore, implicitly accused her of harboring the catholic priests.29 But against this charge, Mentewab is known to have built several famous churches and indeed gave generous land grants and endowments to many churches and monasteries. One of these monasteries that received land grants and endowments from Empress Mentewab is Qoraţa Wällätä Peţros in Lake Ţana.30 Wällätä Peţros was one of the 17th century female saints who built many monastic communities and one who vehemently opposed the catholic religion from gaining ground in Ethiopia.31 Had Mentewab been a catholic in her heart she would not have established such a strong attachment to this monastery which was built after Wällätä Peţros, a nun who greatly opposed the catholic faith.

The accounts of Bruce, the Scottish traveler of the 18th century, are very useful in this connection. He, an eye-witness who met Mentewab in her old age, and her daughters, and one who had strong attachment to this family, tells us that Mentewab was whiter in complexion than most Portuguese and was proud of her Portuguese ancestry.32 Moreover, the Zägé people who live in Zägé peninsula, whose complexion is whiter than the surrounding Amhara community, also claimed Portuguese ancestry.33 Apart from saying this, however, both Bruce and the Zägé people give no detailed account on this intriguing question. Similarly, some other writers tell us that there were people as far east as Däbrä Tabor whose complexion was whiter than the complexion of the larger community.34 But all these accounts are crude to take them at face value. Nevertheless we can at least suggest some points pertaining to the issue in question.

No doubt there were Portuguese settlers in Ethiopia, mostly soldiers after the war with Grañ was over; and artisans whose craftsmanship was in high demand by the monarchs of Ethiopia. As the sources indicate, most of them were living in Fremona and Gorgora and around the royal court. Given the political instability of the period and the nature of their profession, they might not have been in a position to bring their wives with them, or might not have wives before they came to Ethiopia, but as some writers note, married Ethiopian ladies.35 Probably, the complexion of Itegé Mentewab was, as Bruce asserted, whiter than most Portuguese. From the accounts stated above, we can say that Mentewab might have had a Portuguese ancestry, a story which is, however, not pretty certain, and needs to be studied further.

**Mentewab Stepped in to Power with Her Beauty**

It can be claimed that beauty and charm, i.e., external appearance of human beings usually affect our inter-personal relationships. The human mind is created in such a way that it defines natural events, to take the two extremes, as beautiful and ugly. Obviously the beautiful ones, as defined by the human mind, are the seat of our passion and affection.
What happened to Emperor Băkaffa was no exception. Băkaffa was, according to many writers, the last ruler of the Gondärine period before the country was plunged into the Zâmänäd Mäsafint (era of the princes, 1769-1855). The first wife of Emperor Băkaffa was Awaldä Nӓgӓst who unfortunately died, for reasons we do not know clearly, on the day of her wedding. Few years after this tragic incident that numbed the king very much, there came an opportunity that first pained and later consoled Băkaffa from all his misfortunes. In those days emperors journeyed into the remotest part of their domains either for hunting or for visiting their provinces. The tradition says that in one of his journeys in the wilderness of Sänär, he fell ill with malaria. A noble man from Qwara took him to his house and entrusted to one of his daughters who treated Băkaffa well. This was the later Itegé (Empress) Mentewab. According to the tradition it was under such an agonizing situation that Băkaffa made up his mind to marry her. This beauty that melted the heart of Băkaffa while he was suffering from the ailments of malaria, was inherited from her mother, Woizäro (Lady) Enkoyé who, according to Crummy, was the pride of all the people of Qwara. And as we have mentioned in the preceding part of this article, most writers including Bruce, associated her complexion with her Portuguese ancestors.

The beauty of Mentewab, which was the real stepping stone to her later rise into power and success in the country’s social and political life, was eulogized by several writers, the common denominator being “How Beautiful She Is!” Yes! The name Mentewab conveys the expression of beauty, but it does not exactly mean ‘how beautiful she is’ as most writers have put it. The correct meaning of the name Mentewab is, however, that “nature has bestowed all the beauty and there is no other way to beautify her.” In this connection it would be advisable to look into the words which writers have used to express her beauty.

The Scottish traveler Bruce who met Mentewab during her old age and her daughters expresses her beauty as in the following; “…was exceedingly beautiful, gentile, mild, and affable, of great understanding and prudence beyond her age, the darling not only of her own family but of the entire neighborhood…. the handsomest woman of her time.” Bruce, an eye-witness, must have, however, heard the qualities that he describes of her above from other people as he met her some five years before she passed away in 1773. By the time Bruce met her, Mentewab was about 67/68 years of age. Beauty is glorious and perilous; glorious when one is in his/her youth and perilous in old age. So, Mentewab must have shed her beauty off by the time Bruce met her. But he might have read some beauty she would possibly have preserved during her youth in what was left behind her bowed and twisted appearance. In addition, Bruce might have seen some striking similarity between Mentewab and her daughters whom he admired even more than Mentewab herself. One of her daughters, Aster, the eldest daughter, is described by Bruce as “the handsomest woman in Abyssinia.” She was his favorite while he was in Abyssinia and their attachment was somehow exaggerated. Whether there was something beyond this is not the interest of the writer of this article. But she was always at the tip of his eulogizing tongue and he had her photographed.

One thing that we notice in the family of Mentewab is that they used their own social strategy to gain influence in the social and political life of the country. As we shall see in the next part in more detail, it was this beauty that they inherited from Mentewab that enabled her daughters (Aster, Altash, and Wålältä Israel) to gain glory in the eyes of their husbands.

Another important point that Bruce made is his depiction of Mentewab as a woman of great understanding and prudence. Though Mentewab was chosen as Băkaffa’s wife for her beauty, as her career after the death of Băkaffa tells us, it was not simply by sheer beauty that she had
ruled, as regent, the kingdom for half a century. She was rather a person who could put beauty and understanding together to control the reins of government for such a long period of time.

The alluring power of Mentewab’s beauty also captured the attention of writers after Bruce as they mostly repeated what he had said of her beauty and added their own. One hundred and fifteen years after Bruce, Budge asserts that the Emperor Băkaffa married Mentewab straightway when she arrived to his court. In fact Woizӓro Yolyana, her grandmother played a major role in adorning Mentewab before she left her house in Qwara and went to the court of Băkaffa. Budge added that it was only Mentewab whom the king admitted to his bed. But the most vivid and, indeed exaggerated, description of her beauty is the one we read from the writings of Pankhurst. In his “The royal Chronicles…” in which he translated the accounts of the chronicles of Iyasu II and Empress Mentewab, we read the following:

…her eyes as [bright] as the stars, and as delightful as a grape, and her face was as bright as oil ( her face shone like precious stone), her hair was like flax, and her stature was that of a palm tree, she was called Mentewab, from whose lips there flowed milk whether she was silent or spoke, whose eyes were those of dove, whose bosom was like that of bees, slim, and full of sweetness; obedient and wise, for whom all men felt love in their hearts…when she reached the court he was pleased for she was completely beautiful, and said “You have no faults at all!” (Emphasis added).

Those such as Chessman, Ullendorff, Salt, Täklӓ Şadiq Mӓkuria, and recently Henze and others spared few lines regarding the beauty of Mentewab in a more or less similar manner to Bruce’s account. Chessman for example referred Băkaffa as a romantic figure who has encountered the beautiful Mentewab in the house of her parents in Qwara while he was ill with malaria. Henze on his part portrays Mentewab, besides her beauty, as Băkaffa’s most valuable contribution to his capital and to his country. Ullendorff repeated what Bruce said word by word. A somehow different but similar version of a description of her beauty is the one given by H. Salt. He makes Mentewab “small, and elegant” and one whose features were “regular and having fine teeth, and cool-black hair,” and concluded his account by saying; “…she might in any way, have been esteemed handsome.”

The account of Täklӓ Şadiq Mӓkuria is interesting in that it is supported by a wonderful couplet sang both by the people and the clergy. Two months after Iyasu II was proclaimed Emperor, in December 1755, Mentewab was made Empress and regent to Iyasu II. During her coronation, therefore, the people of Gondär expressed their joy by composing the following poem;

Now the sun rises, which was in hid till now.
Now the moon is up, which gives us justice.
Rejoice relative, if she reigned by crown.
Rejoice peasant, if crowned Itegé (Empress).
Rejoice Gondar, for you were sad before.

The clergy on its part glorified her beauty in Ge’ez by saying;

So impressive is her grace; so impressive is her grace
One whose protection is in Wӓlda Le’ul, so impressive is her grace!
Wӓldä Le’ul was the brother and right hand of Empress Mentewab whom she trusted most.
Put it succinctly, it was such a beauty and charm that easily moved and overcame the heart of Bӓkaffa while he was still under the agony of the fever from malaria. Had it been only for the treatment that Bӓkaffa received from Mentewab, she and her family would have been given generous gifts from the king. But, what matters most was indeed her beauty. For Bӓkaffa, this was a mere pleasure objectified or symbolized by Mentewab. But for Mentewab, it was a God sent opportunity to elevate herself into the political pavilion. As we shall see below, she used her beauty and charm to influence the court to strengthen her power and secure appointments for her close relatives, making them assume key political posts in the royal court and in the provinces. As noted earlier, Mentewab was not only a naive beautiful consort of Bӓkaffa. That is why we see beauty and bravery in a happy blend in the personality of Mentewab. That is why we say Mentewab stepped in her beauty which enabled her to reach power and to have registered herself in history as the most outstanding woman in the social and political life of Ethiopia. For Helen Pankhurst, the advent of Mentewab was the “Most striking social and political development of the 18th century Gondärine Ethiopia.”

Political Marriages Arranged by Empress Mentewab

Emperor Bӓkaffa died in 1730 and was succeeded by his son by Mentewab, Iyasu II, also known as Qwaråñña Iyasu, so named after the place of his origin, Qwara, a place located north west of Lake Ṭana. During his minority (he was only seven years old when he came to power) real power was exercised by Mentewab. As stated earlier, she was one of the few strong, manuplative, and skillful female political and social figures that Ethiopia saw in its 3,000 year long history. During the reign of Iyasu II (r.1730-'55), and his son and successor, Emperor Iyo’as (r.1755-'69), the influence of Mentewab was strongly felt in the court of Gondar. In the preceding part of this article, we have seen how beauty gave Mentewab the avenue to political ascent. Her entire success was not, however, merely attributed to her beauty. Indeed, as many writers have confirmed, she was beautiful, and politically skillful, a combination that is rarely found.

Mentewab’s political skill began to be demonstrated soon after the death of her husband, Emperor Bӓkaffa. Mindful of what would happen following the death of a reigning monarch; she managed to keep the death of Bӓkaffa profoundly secret. Due to the polygamous character of the Ethiopian monarchs in general they had many children from their wives including from the queen and from their concubines. On the death of the incumbent king, therefore, though the tradition favored the first born of the king by the queen mother to succeed his father, every one born from the deceased monarch sought to assu me the throne. Mentewab realized this fact very well and her son, Iyasu II, was then only seven years old. The important question here is that, why did Mentewab keep the death of Bӓkaffa scrupulously secret? We do not know for how long she managed to keep it secret, but Mentewab had one great assignment to accomplish first. So, before his death was made known to all, she made one important political arrangement that indeed gave her the power and confidence to stay in the political game for a period of half a century. Though the task was started in the last days of Emperor Bӓkaffa, after his death, Mentewab swiftly began to summon her close relatives, most of whom from Qwara, into Gondar and gave them key posts. Men like Wӓldӓ Le’ul, Ešӓté, Géta, Awsabiyos, Niqolawos, and Arkålêdes were some of her relatives who played significant administrative and military roles Mentewab included in her blue ribbon list. These were people who formed the political group called Qwaråññoč, so named for most of them were fetched from Qwara, their birth place including that of Mentewab. Of all these and others not mentioned here who shared her fortunes and misfortunes, Wӓldӓ Le’ul, her brother, was the
most influential whom Mentewab trusted most as her right hand and confidant. On his arrival at Gondar he was made Ras and then Ras Bitwädäd (in 1733) (equivalent to the position of the prime minister today), and remained in that position until his death, in March 1767. That was why, on the date of her coronation, the clergy chanted and danced by saying:

So impressive is her grace; so impressive is her grace

One whose protection is in Wälda Le’ul; so impressive is her grace!

After his death Géta, her nephew, was made Ras Bitwädäd on September 1767. When he died in 1768, Ras Michael Sehul, who at that time married Princess Aster, daughter of Mentewab, assumed the position of Ras Bitwädäd (January, 1768). Thus, in one way or another, this important post remained in the house of Empress Mentewab until the end of the Gondärine period, 1769. Others were made governors in the various provinces of the kingdom.

It was after this decisive political arrangement that Mentewab made the death of Bäänaffa public. Nevertheless, news of the death of Bäänaffa, as Mentewab foresaw, led to rebellion that raged for two weeks to sway the throne of Iyasu II and Mentewab. She was not, therefore, a false prophet in this. In the ensuing war, the town of Gondär experienced one of the deadliest confrontations that claimed the lives of many people. Had it not been for this political arrangement which the calculative Mentewab first made, victory over the rebels would have been impossible.

Another strategy through which Mentewab maintained power and influence for such a long period of time was by concluding political marriages with the notable houses found in the most important political units of the kingdom. Before moving into the details of this subject, it is apposite to answer the question, why did rulers conclude political marriages? Political marriage was made at least for four reasons – to neutralize potential threats; to legitimize positions; to secure the loyalty of strong men and to ensure the lines of continuity; to maintain peace and order, and to widen areas of influence.

In the history of Ethiopia, political marriage as an essential instrument of achieving the above objectives predated the times of Mentewab and continued right up to the 20th century. Emperor Zän’a Ya-qb, (r. 1434-’68) for example, married Illiné in 1445, a Hadya Princess who played a significant role in the administrative, and diplomatic history of the Christian kingdom even after the death of her husband. According to Taddesse Tamrat Illiné was “politically formidable, and accomplished in everything.”

It is well documented that Hadya was one of the strong medieval kingdoms in southern Ethiopia whose independence culminated when it was conquered by Amdä Şeyon in 1316/17. In addition to queen Illiné, the period of Zän’a Ya-qb was remarkable in that it involved prominent female figures who had exerted great influence both in the center and in the provinces. According to R. Pankhurst, Zän’a Ya-qb’s daughters, Mädhin Zämäda and Birhan Zämäda were active in the center while nine other women were appointed in Tigray, Angot, Bägémđär, Amhara, Damot, Gedem, Grañ, and Ifat as governors.

Marriage alliance as a mechanism of consolidating power was also evident in the medieval southern kingdoms of Enarya, and Walita. There were instances of political marriages between the rulers of Enarya, a medieval Gibé Oromo state, and royal women of Kaffa, and Walita rulers married royal women of Arusi, Jimma, Hadya, and Kullo.

During the Zämänä Masifent, 1769-1855, the Wärä Seh Mäsfinate, a Yajju Oromo ruling family, also employed political marriage as an important instrument for defending power.
During this time, the ruling families of Lasta, Tigray, Simén, Bägémđär, and Gojjam were tied to one another in marriage. Regarding this issue Shiferaw Bekele, a specialist on the history of the Wärå Seh Másfinate, said; “There was no ruling house not related to the Wärå Seh rulers of Yäju.” According to Shiferaw, the ruling houses of the major political units in Ethiopia during the period of the Zämäna Masifent- Bägémđär, Gojjam, Wällo, Tigray, Simen, and Lasta- were interrelated either by blood or marriage.

After the end of the era of the princes, Ras Ali II and his mother Itegé Mänän, member of the Mamädoč family of Wärå Himäno and Wällo, gave their daughter, Princess Täwabäč Ali, to Kasa Hailu of Qwara, the later Emperor Tewodros II (r. 1855-1868), so as to ensure the allegiance of the powerful Kasa. During the reign of four successive kings of Ethiopia who came to the throne after Tewodros II - Emperors Täklä Giyorgis, Yohannis IV, Menilek II, and Hailä Sellassie I, political marriage continued to be seen as an essential tool for ensuring loyalty. In those days, the ruling families of Gondär, Šäwa, Wällo, Gojjam, and Tigray concluded political marriages to achieve either of the objectives stated earlier. But the one made by Empress Mentewab was unique in that, as we shall see below, the tradition started in earnest during her time; it was effective, done timely, and changed the ethnic composition of the so-called Solomonic ruling family.

After the death of Emperor Bäkaffä, Mentewab begot three daughters from Grazmač Iyasu, the one whom the people of Gondär called Melmel Iyasu (Iyasu the Kept). This was neither Iyasu I / the Great/ nor Iyasu II, but was the nephew of Emperor Bäkaffä. That was why the people scoffed him by saying Melmel Iyasu. Aster was the eldest. Next came Alţaš and the youngest was Wäältä Israel.

Though the people expressed their resentment that way, for Mentewab, their coming was more a blessing than a curse. While her marriage to Emperor Bäkaffä was the result of a sudden encounter, the marriages that Mentewab had arranged were all calculated. The outstanding Empress made a political capital out of her social ability to further tighten the screws of political influence.

During the time of Iyasu II, Itegé Mentewab was de facto ruler of Ethiopia. But following the death of Iyasu II, she faced the first serious opposition from Wabit, a Yäju Oromo and wife of Emperor Iyasu II, who at that time was a widow. Emperor Iyo’sas (r. 1755-’69), on his part showed favor for his mother, Wabit, and began to push his grandmother, Mentewab, into the sidelines of the political game. Some said that Iyo’sas told Mentewab that the turn was for him and for his mother. It was at this crucial moment, therefore, that Mentewab arranged, in haste, one of the most dynamic and phenomenal political marriages ever concluded in the history of Ethiopia.

Though Dääjazmač Michael Sehul rebelled against Iyasu II and his co-ruler and Regent Empress Mentewab around 1747, the latter managed to suppress it soon and Michael Sehul showed heart-felt fidelity to them. Subsequently he earned fame and favor for himself by paying tribute on time and by giving lavish gifts to Iyasu II and Empress Mentewab and even to other influential members of the royal court at Gondar.

For the brilliant Mentewab, this was not enough to secure Dääjazmač Michael Sehul’s loyalty, who by that time was the strongest of all the regional lords found in the country. Thus, she made a quick decision. She proposed a marriage alliance with Michael Sehul which the latter pleasantly accepted. And on September 2, 1755, Alțaš, her second daughter by Grazmač Iyasu, was given to Wäldä Hawaryat, son of Michael Sehul, as his wife with a lavish dowry. By doing so, Empress Mentewab won the loyalty and support of the strong Michael Sehul, a circumstance that apparently led to the apprehension of Emperor Iyo’sas and his mother,
Wabit. So, relations between the two families were further cemented and the influence of Mentewab continued to be unchallenged for the time.

Nevertheless, if what some writers have said is to be believed, the marriage between Alţaš and Wӓldӓ Hawaryat demolished one crucial aspect of the long existing marriage culture of the peoples of northern Ethiopia. According to the marriage culture of the Amhara and Tigrean peoples, it has been strongly forbidden to conclude marriages between families who were related up to seven generations. The reason for this is that, people said, if we pour six cups of water into a cup of milk of the same size, it would not totally eliminate its color. But if we add one more cup of water, it would totally eliminate the color of the milk. So does the blood of the two that agree to be united in marriage.

In the part of this paper that deals with the genealogy of Mentewab, we have noted that she claimed descent from Robel, a noble man from Tigray, whose mother is said to have been of Portuguese ancestry. And some sources tell us that Michael Sehul who later became strong during the final years of the Gondärine period, was fifth in lineal descent from this Robel. So did Mentewab’s genealogy. Thus Alţaš and Wӓldӓ Hawaryat were united in marriage probably after six generations from Robel. Currently, marriage after six generation is becoming a norm and is becoming tolerable, if not, acceptable. Regarding this we heard the elderly people saying: ጎማር ኢስ ከማን ከማን በአለቀ ደስ ከማን ከማን ከማን ከማን ከማን ከማን ከማን. It literally means when blood relation advances in years, it would be repaired by marriage. The same thing happened to the families of Mentewab and Michael Sehul. But, given the conservative nature of the marriage culture of the time, had it not been either for political reason or ignorance, they would not have concluded the marriage between the two families. Be that as it may, this union further increased the influence and confidence of Empress Mentewab in the politics of Gondär. This was, indeed, her main objective.

The second instrument with which the Empress Mentewab bolstered her sway was princess Aster, her eldest daughter by Grazmač Iyasu. Aster was given to three strong lords at different times. In 1755, she was given to Dӓjjazmač Näço, a powerful man, and one-time governor of the province of Bӓgémder. After his death, she married Dӓjjazmač Yä Maryam Bariaw, who, according to Bruce, was the strongest of all the military leaders of the time, and governor of Lasta and Bӓgémder from 1764-’68. On January 6, 1769, he died at the battle of Çaçaho, an area located between the present day north Wӓllo and south Gondär Zones. On his death she married the then Ras Bitwādd, Michael Sehul, who after strangling Mentewab’s grandson, Emperor Iyo’as, on May 14, 1769, became the king maker until 1771. These men whom Aster married at different times played crucial roles in maintaining peace and order in the kingdom. Mentewab would not possibly secure the loyalty of Tigray, Lasta, and Bӓgémder without having concluded such political marriages with the families of such influential regional lords.

Princess Wӓlӓttӓ Israel was the third of her political dowry with which she further strengthened her influence. Empress Mentewab knew that the province of Gojjam was the granary of her kingdom. Therefore, around 1755, Wӓlӓttӓ Israel, was given in marriage to Dӓjjazmač Yosӓdéq, another powerful man and governor of the rich province of Gojjam. In addition to its political purpose, the marriage between Wӓlӓttӓ Israel and Dӓjjazmač Yosӓdéq had far reaching repercussions. First, it gave birth to the later Ras Hailu I, which in turn gave birth to the local ruling family of Gojjam. From Ras Hailu I to Adal Täsämä, later Nigus (king) Tӓklä Haymanot, this ruling family saw strong and weak men who played significant roles in the administrative and military history of the country. The important thing was, however, the coming of Gojjam under the direct control of Empress Mentewab through
Walattä Israel. These were the major effective political marriages arranged by Empress Mentewab which helped her dominate the affairs of the government during the reigns of Iyasu II and Iyo’as. One thing that we need not forget is that it was not only the desire and skill of Mentewab that made these marriage arrangements successful, but, as we repeatedly noted, also the beauty that her daughters inherited from Mentewab that incited the lust of their would-be husbands who took them as wives at first sight, as was the case with Emperor Bäkaffa.

Nevertheless, not all marriages arranged by Empress Mentewab were helpful in making her dreams come true. It happened that the first wife of Emperor Iyasu II was an Amhara Princess. Her name is not mentioned in the literature, but had developed a black jealousy towards the growing power of Empress Mentewab. On learning that she sought to remove her by virtue of being the consort of Emperor Iyasu II, and before things got worse, Mentewab immediately nipped the marriage between them in the bud. She ordered Iyasu II to divorce her and take Wabit, an Oromo who was later baptized as Bersabeh, as his wife. However, Wabit herself was not a foolish consort of Iyasu II. Because of Iyasu’s love and respect for his mother, Empress Mentewab, Wabit kept silent looking and praying for opportunities to challenge Mentewab’s influence. Presumably, Mentewab was not aware of the danger planted within the backyard of her own house. But as Judea was waiting for the appropriate time to hand over Christ Jesus to the Romans, Wabit was digging the grave of Empress Mentewab.

During the Gondärine period (1632-1769), court intrigues and poisoning were common among the ruling families. When Grazmač Iyasu died, people rumored that he was pushed into the valley by Iyasu II, who is believed to have had hidden resentment of his relation with his mother, Empress Mentewab, the wife of his father, Emperor Bäkaffa. When Iyasu II suddenly passed away in 1755, people rumored that he was poisoned by the sister of Grazmač Iyasu. Be that as it may, the death of Iyasu II in 1755 was seen, by Wabit, as a God sent opportunity to remove Mentewab from the political game. She sought to dominate the government by being Queen Mother to her son, Emperor Iyo’as (r.1755-’69) as Mentewab had done during the reign of her son, Iyasu II, supported by her close relatives. Emperor Iyo’as, on his part, is said to have shown sympathy to the plans of his mother, Wabit, at the expense of his grandmother, Empress Mentewab, who by that time was older than Wabit. Iyo’as is said to have scoffed at his grandmother owing to her old age and told her that her time was ended and that she should leave the stage for his mother, Wabit. This sparked off a long period of rivalry between the followers of Mentewab, collectively known as the Qwarañoč, and Wabit, the Toulämä Yäjjau Oromos.

Like what Mentewab had done after the death of her husband, Emperor Bäkaffa, Wabit began to summon her brothers and close relatives into the court and began to give key posts both in the center and in the provinces. Worst of all, Oromiffa became the lingua franca of the royal court at Gondar which for the Qwarañoč and the Christian Amharas became a bitter pill to swallow and was considered a shame and a humiliation. As a result, the last part of the Gondärine period saw one of the deadliest conflicts and civil wars between the two sides before the country finally plunged into the era of the princes which per se resulted in unprecedented destruction of material and human life.

It is, therefore, in this context that we say the union between Iyasu II and Wabit, later baptized as Bersabeh, was a miscalculation and a major mistake done by Empress Mentewab that deterred her from achieving her objective. First, her power began to be challenged and secondly it brought the Oromos into the court of Gondär which the people considered to be a shame and a humiliation. Besides, it set the stage for serious conflicts and deadly civil wars.
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that greatly disrupted the peace and order of the country. Moreover, the rivalry between the Qwaranññoç and the Yäju Oromos paved the way for the period of the Zämänää Masifent that greatly damaged the country.

Nevertheless, the union between Iyasu II and Wabit had one important outcome. Though Mentewab was totally unaware of the long-term repercussion of the union, and even if it was considered to be a shame and a humiliation by the Christian Amhara community, it greatly changed the social composition of the power elites of Gondär. For the first time in the history of Ethiopia the Cushitic Oromos were integrated into the ruling family of the so-called Solomonic dynasty, the real engineer of it, be it knowingly or unknowingly, being the shrewd Empress Mentewab.82

Besides her beauty on which she stepped to power; and her political skills with which she exercised much influence in the workings of the government, the social concern that Mentewab had given also helped her win the acceptance of the people and the clergy. As was the tradition with her predecessors, she had built her own palace and several churches and monasteries after her names. Empress Mentewab was also known for the magnanimous land grants and endowments she made to a number of churches found in Gojjam, Gondär Tigray, and the environs of Lake Ṭana.

The most impressive of all the churches built under the auspices of Empress Mentewab is the church of Däbrä Şehay Quisquam found in Gondar. Its construction began in 1733 and was completed in 1743. This church is marked by stately grandeur and lavishness and received, together with Narga Sellasie, the most generous land grants and endowments ever made in Ethiopia by Empress Mentewab, and where her corpus is deposited. Narga Sellasie, which is found in one of the islets of Lake Ṭana, is another important Christian center constructed under the patronage of Empress Mentewab.83 These actions of the Empress also enhanced her power and prestige. Despite her Qibat position, which for the followers of the Täwahido doctrine was tantamount to Catholicism, Empress Mentewab demonstrated herself as the champion of Christianity by building several churches and monasteries. Laconically put, the success of Empress Mentewab was the result of her beauty, blood relations, personal intelligence, political marriages, and concern for society.

**Conclusion**

Ethiopia is one of the few places in the world wherein ancient culture and civilization thrived. In its long history, however, women have long been pushed into the sidelines of the country’s entire affair. But things were not totally desperate in this regard. Though the challenges facing patriarchy have been /are/ minimal, there were few prominent female figures that played important roles in the diplomatic, administrative, and social history of the country. One of these influential female figures who dominated the social and political developments of the last fifty years of the Gondärine period (1632-1769) was Empress Mentewab.

In this paper an attempt has been made to examine the genealogy and the success of Empress Mentewab. The genealogy of Empress Mentewab is interesting in that it gives her a Portuguese ancestry. In an effort to analyze this intriguing issue, I have found two things to be very useful. One is that, if we take 1543 and c. 1706, battle of Woïna Dägä and the birth of Mentewab respectively, as points of reference, there were one hundred and sixty and more years of intermarriage between the remnants of the Portuguese soldiers and artisans about whom we have no information about their Portuguese wives and the Abyssinians. Therefore, Mentewab might have been a byproduct of this intermarriage. Besides, Gorgora near Lake Ṭana and Fremona near Adwa and Axum were the two important centers of Portuguese
settlement. Gorgora is not far from Qwara, Mentewab’s birth place. And Robel, whose mother was believed to have been a Portuguese, was from Tigray, probably from Adwa within which town was found Fremona, from whom writers have derived Mentewab’s genealogy. If the above account is to be believed, she had also a Tigre blood line through Robel’s father.

The second interesting story which helps us analyze Mentewab’s genealogy was her complexion, which according to Bruce, as we have noted in the discussion above, was whiter than most Portuguese. From this, even if we may not be pretty certain, we can say that Empress Mentewab might have had Portuguese blood.

As noted in the preceding parts of this article, the success of Mentewab was a function of four things. The first one is what nature bestowed upon her, i.e., her beauty. This seems unusual for we do not find beauty and success always to be a happy blend. When it comes to Mentewab, however, it was the real avenue, as indicated earlier, that took her into success. This beauty that many writers have eulogized much moved the affection of Emperor Bäkaffa and melted his heart, thus enabling her to be the consort of one of the strongest kings of the Gondarine period. Nevertheless, Mentewab was very much aware of the fact that mere beauty means nothing if not matched with personal skills which were, indeed, found in good harmony in her personality. Three things have clearly shown us her bravery as one having the necessary political skills and understanding which helped her manipulate political developments. So as to prevent the usual havoc that mostly broke out following the death of a reigning monarch, she managed to keep the death of her husband, Bäkaffa, a secret. In the mean time she summoned her close relatives from Qwara and gave them important posts so that revolts could possibly be quickly suppressed. This was not sufficient to further tighten the screws of political control. As a result she concluded effective political marriage alliances with the houses of the most influential lords of Bägemder, Gojjam, Wällo (Yääju Oromo) and Tigre. These political marriages, except the one concluded with the Yääju Oromos, further bolstered the influence of Mentewab. Though the marriage between Iyasu II, her son, and Wabit, an Oromo, did not initially deter Mentewab from achieving her objective, after the death of Iyasu II, it resulted in a long period of rivalry and war between the Qwarāňñoč and the Yääju Oromos that claimed the lives of many people. One important outcome of this marriage was, however, that for the first time in the history of Ethiopia the Oromos were integrated into the families of the country’s power elites. The third factor that sustained the influence of Empress Mentewab for such a long period of time was her concern for the society whom she governed. As was the tradition before her, Mentewab won the acceptance of the clergy and the people by not building palaces after her name, but by constructing churches that received generous gifts and land grants as guilts from her. Worth mentioning are Däbrä Şehay Quisquam in Gondar and Narga Sellassie in Lake Ṭana.

To sum up, there were four things at the root of Mentewab’s success – Beauty, blood relations, political marriages and concern for society.
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